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The Main Problems: 
• Public transports pollute a lot;

• Energy and electricity is provided by using non-renewable resources;

• There are too many petrol cars;

• There are too few bicycle lanes, so bikes are inefficient;

• There are too little dumpsters so trash accumulates.



Public Transport

• To make the bus system both economically and ecologically more 
efficient it would be best to start out by placing a controller on each 
bus.

• Then, by using the money gained, more electrical buses would be 
bought.

• In the end, through this process, all buses would become electrical, 
thus decreasing the city’s overall level of pollution.



Renewable Energy

• Some incentives and bonuses for solar panels and windmills;

• In 2014, the government had guaranteed a refund of the entire cost 
of the renewable energy source by taking it away from taxes;

• Advertisement, as newspaper articles or TV commercial, to promote 
the project.



Electric/Hybrid Cars

• Diminish the taxes on hybrid or electric cars;

• Charging points should be installed at least in every major city;

• Free charging points should also come with the cars, or be given 
by the government, for any person who were to buy them.



Bicycles and bicycle lanes 

• The size of the roads should be decreased, however, traffic 
would momentarily increase.

• In place of those roads bicycle lanes would be built, as well 
as bike sharing stations.

• The government should give incentives or reduce taxes for 
bike and scooter owners.



Bins and trash disposal

• More bins should be put around the city, as well as more cleaners 
should be employed to clean them and all the streets.

• The government should inform everyone about recycling, and those 
who do not should be heavily sanctioned.

• A new system should be introduced to monitor the usage of 
dumpsters and the disposal of waste, by utilizing a magnetic card.


